Natural Products Modulate the Multifactorial Multidrug Resistance of Cancer
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Abstract

Multidrug resistance (MDR) is a critical problem in cancer chemotherapy. Cancer cells can develop resistance not only to a single cytotoxic drug, but also to entire classes of structurally and functionally unrelated compounds. Several mechanisms can mediate the development of MDR, including increased drug efflux from the cells by ABC-transporters (ABCT), activation of metabolic enzymes, and defective pathways towards apoptosis. Many plant secondary metabolites (SMs) can potentially increase sensitivity of drug-resistant cancer cells to chemotherapeutical agents. The present thesis investigates the modulation of MDR by certain medicinal plants and their active compounds. The inhibition of ABCTs (P-gp/MDR1, MRP1, BCRP) and metabolic enzymes (GST and CYP3A4), and the induction of apoptosis are useful indicators of the efficacy of a potential medicinal drug. The focus of this study was the possible mechanisms of drug resistance including: expression of resistance proteins, activation of metabolic enzymes, and alteration of the apoptosis and how to overcome their resistance effect on cancer cells. The overall goal of this review was to evaluate how commonly used medicinal plants and their main active secondary metabolites modulate multidrug resistance in cancer cells in order to validate their uses as anticancer drugs, introduce new therapeutic options for resistant cancer, and facilitate the development of their anticancer strategies and/or combination therapies. In conclusion, SMs from medicinal plants exhibit multitarget activity against MDR-related proteins, metabolic enzymes, and apoptotic signaling, this may help to overcome resistance towards chemotherapeutic drugs.
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1. Cancer

Cancer is the second leading cause of death, after heart disease, killing about every fifth or sixth person in western countries. Every year, more than 8.2 million cancer deaths are reported worldwide. Of the 14.1 million new cases each year, more than half occur in developing countries and 32.5 million persons are alive with cancer [1]. WHO predicts 23.6 million cases in 2030, 68% of which to be occurring in developing countries.

Cancer is defined as a disease in which normal tissue is invaded by abnormally dividing cells. Left untreated, it will spread throughout the body and becomes fatal. Chemotherapy (the use of cytotoxic agents to slow the progression of this uncontrolled cell division) is the major treatment when cancer is well established within the patient [2]. Resistance to anticancer drugs is a major problem in chemotherapy with 30% - 80% of cancer patients developing resistance to chemotherapeutical drugs [3]. Thus, counteracting drug resistance is crucial to providing the best treatment.

2. Multifactorial Multidrug Resistance

Cancer cells can not only develop resistance to one drug, but also to entire classes of drugs with similar mechanisms of action. After such resistance is established, some cells even become cross resistant to drugs, which are structurally and mechanistically unrelated; this phenomenon is known as multidrug resistance (MDR). This might explain why the treatment with multiple agent combinations addressing different targets is not effective. The main lines of cellular defense reactions involve:

- Decreased drug accumulation by enhanced cellular elimination, decreased uptake, and inactivation by intracellular metabolism (Figure 1). One example of the developmental resistance mediated by reduced drug uptake is water-soluble drugs that “piggyback” on transporters and carriers that bring nutrients into the cell [4] [5].
Impaired drug delivery can result from poor absorption, increased drug metabolism, or increased excretion, resulting in lower levels of the drug in the blood and reduced diffusion of drugs from the blood into the tumor mass [7] [8]. The various causes of drug resistance can work simultaneously, increasing the resistance in a multifactorial manner. For example, the simultaneously induction of CYP3A4 and MDR1 was observed [9]. This type of multidrug resistance can be induced after exposure to any drug. Recent evidence indicates that certain nuclear receptors, such as PXR, might be involved in mediating this response to environmental stress while also acting in regulating metabolic enzymes and ABC transporters [10].

- Activation of DNA repair, due to genetic and epigenetic alterations and affecting drug sensitivity.
- Alteration or modification of the drug targets.
- Resistance resulting from defective apoptotic pathways. This might occur as a result of malignant transformation; for example, in tumors with mutable nonfunctional p53 [11]. Alternatively, cells may acquire changes in apoptotic pathways during exposure to chemotherapy, such as an alteration of ceramide levels or changes in the cell-cycle machinery, which activate checkpoints and prevent initiation of apoptosis [6] [12]. In addition, cancer cells, which survive cytotoxic drugs, are likely to be heterogeneous due to their mutated phenotypes. All these causes are involved multifactorial multidrug resistance (Figure 1) [6].

Current research is centering on how to combat this multifactorial resistance. Thus, we must study multiple means of drug resistance to develop the potent treatment options. Different types of cellular MDR have been identified [13]. They have been broadly classified into, cellular, and noncellular mechanisms, as detailed below.

3. Noncellular Resistance Mechanisms
Noncellular cytotoxic resistance mechanisms, such as in vivo tumor growth [14], environmental factors [15], or tumor geometry [16] are also worth further study, but are not the focus of this study.

4. Cellular Mechanisms of Multidrug Resistance
Detailed studies have been devoted to the cellular mechanisms of drug resistance. It is easy to generate in vitro models with cytotoxic drugs. Cellular mechanisms are categorized in terms of alterations in the biochemistry of malignant cells. Such mechanisms can be further classified into two major categories:

1) transport-based classical MDR phenotypes and 2) nonclassical MDR phenotypes.

4.1. Transport-Based Classical MDR Mechanisms
The biological membrane is a lipid bilayer into which numerous proteins are embedded, including transporter proteins. The activities of these transporters are important determinants for the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of many drugs. Considerable knowledge about these transporters has been gained over the past decade, including their functional characteristics, substrate specificities, and their specialized tissue distribution and subcellular localization [17]. This section will highlight the role of these transporters in MDR. Classical multidrug resistance exerts increased drug efflux and lowers intracellular drug concentrations. ATP-dependent efflux pumps, belonging to ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters (largest family of transmembrane proteins), express broad drug specificity. Today, there are 48 identified human ABC genes. These are divided into seven distinct subfamilies (ABCA-ABCG) based on of their domain organization and sequence homology [18]. ABC transporters are responsible for the ATP-dependent movement of a wide variety of xenobiotics (including cytotoxic drugs), lipids, and metabolic products across the plasma and intracellular membranes [19] [20]. The cytotoxic drugs that are most frequently associated with classical MDR are hydrophobic, amphipathic natural products, such as microtubule-stabilizing taxanes (paclitaxel and docetaxel), vinca alkaloids (vinorelbine, vincristine, and vinblastine), anthracyclines (doxorubicin, daunorubicin, and epirubicin), epipodophyllotoxins (etoposide and teniposide), antimitabolites (methotrexate, fluorouracil, 5-azacytosine, 6-mercaptopurine, and gemcitabine) topotecan, and the RNA transcription inhibitor actinomycin-D [21].

4.1.1. P-Glycoprotein/Multidrug Resistance 1 (P-gp/MDR1)
Two highly hydrophobic integral membrane domains (each of which spans the membrane six times by alpha helices) and two hydrophilic nucleotide binding domains (NBDS) make up the four distinct parts of MDR1 (Figure 2).
Figure 2. The structures of three categories of ABC transporter known to confer drug resistance. Sample (a) shows ABC transporters (such as MDR1, MRP4, etc.), which have 12 transmembrane domains and 2 ATP-binding sites. (b) Depicts those ABC transporters which have 2 ATP-binding domains and a domain consisting of five transmembrane segments at the amino-terminal end; there is a total of 17 transmembrane domains in these transporters (MRP1-6). Finally, (c) shows a “half-transporter” ABCG2. This half transporter, which is believed to function by homodimerizing or heterodimerizing, contains only one ATP-binding region and six transmembrane domains [22].

A 2.5-nm resolution structure of this broad-spectrum multidrug efflux pump was recently obtained by electron microscopy and single particle image analysis. This shows a large central pore, ~5 nm in diameter, which closes at the inner (cytoplasmic) side of the membrane. A gap may be present in the protein ring, which may allow substrates to access the central pore from the lipid phase [3] [19] (Figure 3).

4.1.2. Mechanism of the Efflux Pump

MDR1 efficiently removes cytotoxic drugs and many commonly used pharmaceuticals from the lipid bilayer. For many years, the model for drug resistance conferred by MDR1 has been a relatively simple one. Cytotoxic drugs are actively transported out of cells that express MDR1 against a concentration gradient, thereby reducing intracellular drug accumulation and inhibiting drug-mediated cell death (Figure 3) [23].

Initial mechanistic models define efflux of drugs by MDR1 hypothesized that MDR1 forms a hydrophilic pathway, and drugs are transported from the cytosol to the extracellular media through the middle of a pore, thereby shielding the substrate from the hydrophobic lipid phase (Figure 3(a)).

In summary, in order to transport one drug molecule, two ATP hydrolysis events must occur. The hydrophobic substrates that are either neutral or positively charged bind to the transmembrane domains in order to stimulate the ATPase activity of P-gp/MDR1 and cause substrate to be released to either the outer leaflet of the membrane or extracellular space. Then the transporter is required to be “reset” by hydrolysis so that it can bind substrate again. These two events complete in the catalytic cycle [24].

It appears that P-gp aids in MDR by intercepting a drug as it moves through the lipid membrane then “flipping” the drug so that it effluxes from the cells through the outer leaflet into the extracellular space (Figure 3(b)) [23]. This “flippase” function has also been observed in several related ABC molecules, leading to the assumption...
Figure 3. Possible mechanisms of action for drug efflux by P-glycoprotein/MDR1 (P-gp/MDR1). (a) The “pump” model for drug transport. The three-dimensional structure of MDR1 consists of a single drug pore (shown in red). Chemotherapeutic drugs (green) diffuse through the lipid membrane and are transported out of the cell by P-gp in an ATP-dependent manner. (b) The “flippase” model for drug transport. A drug interacts with lipids of the membrane before it interacts with MDR1. The drug can then interact with MDR1 and is transported from the inner leaflet directly into the extracellular medium. Alternatively, drug intercalated into the inner leaflet of the lipid bilayer is “flipped” into the outer leaflet and released into the extracellular space. Movement of drug from the inner to the outer leaflet is a relatively quick process, whereas drug movement from the inner leaflet to the cytosol is relatively slow [23].

that they comprise a large, polymorphous drug-binding domain [23]. P-gp/MDR1 also binds with various hydrophobic compounds, making it simple to find potent P-gp/MDR1 inhibitors. Two such inhibitors being studied for their reversal effect on MDR are verapamil (a calcium channel blocker) and cyclosporine A (an immunosuppressant).

4.1.3. Multidrug Resistance Protein (MRP)
Multidrug resistant cells have been found which contain no P-gp/MDR, but instead the efflux pumps protein, multidrug-resistance-associated protein 1 (MRP1, or ABCC1) [25]. MRP1 works similarly to P-gp/MDR1, it transport transports glutathione and its conjugates, cotransports unconjugated glutathione, and recognizes both neutral and anionic hydrophobic natural products. Structurally, it is very similar to P-gp/MDR1 with an added amino terminal containing five-membrane spanning domains attached to the core (Figure 2) [26]. The discovery
of MRP1 spurred further research, which led to the discovery of 8 additional members of the ABCC subfamily of transporters [27]. Many of these have a potential in fighting drug resistance [27].

### 4.1.4. Breast Cancer Resistance Protein (BCRP)

Mitoxantrone, is a chemotherapeutical agent, but poor substrate for MDR1 and MRP1. It is a selective substrate for ABCG2 protein, which called MXR (mitoxantrone-resistance gene), BCRP (breast cancer resistance protein) [28]. Structurally, BCRP is a homodimer of two half-transporters, each containing an ATP-binding domain at the amino-terminal end of the molecule and six transmembrane segments (Fig 2). The substitution of even a single amino acid can change substrate specificity of P-gp/MDR1 [21]. As observed in ABCG2 gene cloning from resistant cells encoded proteins by substituted arginine at amino acid 482 by threonine or glycine led to increase the ability to transport doxorubicin [29] [30].

### 4.1.5. ABC Transporters in Normal Cells and Their Physiological Function

MDR1 is found in both tumor cells (where it contributes to MDR) and normal cells. It is generally found in cell tissues with excretory (kidney, liver, adrenal gland) and barrier functions (intestine, blood brain barrier, placenta, testis and ovarian) [31] (Fig 4). These placements allow to suggesting that MDR1 has a role in detoxification and protection of the body against toxic drug and metabolites by secreting these compounds into bile, urine, and the intestinal lumen and by blocking their accumulation in the brain, testis, and fetus. The general function of ABC transporters is the protection of cells from many endogenous or exogenous toxins, as detailed below (Fig 4) [32]:

- **P-gp/MDR1** plays a role in preventing cytotoxines from crossing the endothelium and attacking the brain [33].
- MRP proteins are localized to the basolateral membrane of the choroid plexus, and pump the metabolic waste products of CSF into the blood.
- **MDR1** protects the testis by transporting toxins to the capillary lumen.

---

**Figure 4.** Schematic representations of the main sites of localization of P-gp/MDR1 in the body [32].
MDR1 is localized on the apical syncytiotrophoblast surface in the placenta; it can protect the fetus from cationic xenobiotics [34].

MRP and ABCG2 are also localized in the placenta [35] [36]; they appear to have protecting functions for fetal blood [37].

MDR1 protects the liver by transporting toxins into the bile [38].

MDR1 is localized in apical membranes of inessential mucosal cells; it has a role in determining oral drug bioavailability [39].

MRP1 is located in the basolateral membrane of mucosal cells; it transports substrates into the blood, rather than across the apical surface into the intestinal lumen [40].

The protective mechanism of ABC transporter-mediated extrusion of such toxic substances (natural drugs or metabolic waste products) causes cancer cells to be resistant to the toxic effects of many chemotherapeutic agents. ABC transporters not only protect vital tissue from toxins (as in the liver, GIT, and kidneys), they also actively excrete toxins. This function must be considered when determining the bioavailability of oral drugs. In short, ABC transporters effectively protect both normal and cancerous cells. Their protective properties must be circumvented in order to effectively destroy malignant cells.

4.1.6. ABC Transporters in Human Cancers

Early research into ABC transporters focused almost exclusively on P-gp because it is so highly expressed in colon, kidney, adrenocortical, and hepatocellular cancers [41]. Traditionally, research has focused on expression impairing response to chemotherapy, expression levels increasing, as tumor become more drug resistant. The idea was that tumors depending on P-gp expression for survival have the highest rates of MDR1 expression [22]. Initial hopes were that decreasing only P-gp expression could solve the multidrug resistance problem. It became clear that multiple factors (not solely MDR1) are involved when the aforementioned cancers failed to respond to drugs that are not P-gp substrates.

Patient’s studies have shown a correlation between P-gp/MDR1 expression and drug resistance, being strongest in acute myelogenous leukemia (AML). MDR1 expression is present in approximately 30% of newly diagnosed leukemia patients and 50% of those in relapse [42] [43]. In vivo studies have shown that MDR1 expression reduces the intracellular accumulation of doxorubicin and that this can be counteracted by use of a MDR1 inhibitor [44] [45].

Research has also focused on MRP1 and LRP expression, however, unlike with MDR1 [46], there has not yet been an indication that these have an effect on prognosis, but observed a correlation between MDR1 expression and prognosis [43]. Interestingly, AML cells have been observed to have low expression levels of BCRP/MXR [47]. Treatment of colorectal cancer, the leading cause of cancer-related death in the western world, has not yet begun to accurately identify subgroups of patients whose differing forms of the disease will respond to varying treatments. The expression of proteins responsible for active processes in Caco-2 cells can also be induced by xenobiotics. This is probably due to the cancerous origin of Caco-2, since e.g. vinca alkaloids induce MDR1 in these cells, according to the concept of multidrug resistance [48].

Induction of many other phase I and phase II metabolic enzymes has also been reported [49]-[51]. The roles of several active uptake and efflux proteins and metabolic enzymes (as well as the interplay between them) should be studied in order to better understand MDR in Caco-2 cells. Past studies have focused primarily on the easily observable in vitro flavonoids. Pharmacokinetic models of Caco-2 cells have recently been construed [52] [53].

4.1.7. ABC-Transporter Substrates

MDR1 transports a broad range of substrates, which include several pharmacologically distinct agents used not only for chemotherapy but also for hypertension, allergy relief, infections, immunosupression, neurology, and inflammation.

The structure-activity relationship of these substrates is not clear, though it appears lipophilicity and hydrogen bonds correlate proportionally to the affinity of MDR1 [54]. Since the substrates appear to be freely diffused into the cells, they can be found by looking for MDR1 in the plasma membrane, as it appears from in vitro testing that MDR1 recognizes its substrates before they enter the cytoplasm [55]. Studies find that many substrates of MDR1 are also substrates of drug-metabolizing enzymes, such as CYP3A4. This overlap may be to some extent a result of a coordinated regulation of tissue expression of CYP3A4 and MDR1 (both of which are located in
close proximity on the same chromosome) in organs such as the liver and intestine [56]. However, such overlap is not always present; some MDR1 substrates, such as digoxin, fexofenadine, celiprolol, and tarrlinalol do not significantly interact with CYP enzymes and others, such as midazolam, are not transported by MDR1 [56]-[58].

4.1.8. ABC-Transporter Inhibitors

Historically research has focused on the ABC superfamily when searching for the reasons of chemotherapy failure. Only a small number of transporters obtained from patients at diagnosis have been investigated. These studies confirmed that MDR1 is relevant in several cancers; however, the relevance of other transporters is not yet clear [59]. As research in this area continues, developing ABC transport inhibitors appears to be a useful addition to chemotherapy.

Many studies have tried to combat MDR by inhibiting MDR transporters, suppressing MDR mechanisms, or circumventing MDR mechanisms. There are many MDR modulators belonging to several chemical classes, including calcium channel blockers, calmodulin inhibitors, coronary vasodilators, indole alkaloids, quinolines, hormones, cyclosporines, surfactants, and antibodies [60]. These have risks associated with needing very high doses of toxic drugs in order to produce needed results [61]. To minimize these risks, new analogs of these early chemosensitizing agents were tested and developed with the goal of finding patent MDR1 modulators, which require less toxicity. Other avenues to explore are; using anticancer drugs which are not substrates of ABC transporters (such as alkylating drugs, antimetabolites, and anthracycline modified drugs) [62]-[63]. Such compounds are called MDR inhibitors, MDR modulators, MDR reversal agents, or chemosensitizers and they may inhibit one or more transporters. Excellent examples of chemosensitizers (e.g. limonin) are included in this study [64].

Chemosensitization involves the co-administration of an MDR1 inhibitor (MDR modulator) with an anticancer drug in order to cause enhanced intracellular anticancer drug accumulation via impairing the MDR1 function. Many early chemosensitizing agents were themselves substrates for MDR1 and worked by keeping the MDR pump too busy effluxing the inhibitor to fully efflux the cytotoxic drugs [21]. There are advantages of using chemosensitizing agents when they exhibit affinity for the same substrates and interfering with other enzyme systems and transporters [61]-[65].

MDR1 inhibitors, like MDR1 substrates, show no relation between their chemical structures or pharmacological actions and their inhibitory effects. Reports indicate a strong correlation between physicochemical parameters and MDR1 inhibition. An MDR1 modulator is considered a good candidate if it possesses a log p value of 2.92 or higher, a molecular axis of 18 or more atoms in length, one or more tertiary basic nitrogen atoms, and high energy in its highest occupied orbit [66].

Inhibition of MDR1 could potentially result from the blockage of specific recognition of the substrate, binding to ATP, ATP hydrolysis, or coupling of ATP hydrolysis to translocation of the substrate. Most reversing agents block MDR1 by acting as competitive or noncompetitive inhibitors [67] and by binding either to drug interaction sites, [68] or to other modulator binding sites, leading to allosteric changes. Competitive modulators compete as a substrate with the cytotoxic agent for transport by the pump. This limits the efflux of the cytotoxic agent, increasing its intracellular concentration.

Noncompetitive inhibition of the MDR1 transporter binds with high affinity to the pump but is not itself a substrate. This induces a conformational change in the protein, thereby preventing ATP hydrolysis and transport of the cytotoxic agent out of the cell, resulting in an increased intracellular concentration. MDR modulators such as verapamil are substrates of MDR1, which inhibit the transport function in a competitive manner without interrupting the catalytic cycle of MDR1 [69]. Cyclosporin A, as one of the reversing agents, inhibits MDR1 function by interfering with both substrate recognition and ATP hydrolysis [70]. Because ATP hydrolysis is required for transport, modulators that inhibit ATPase activity are unlikely to be transported by MDR1 [71]. Verapamil inhibits the function of MDR1, making malignant cells more susceptible to cytotoxic drugs [72]. Besides the functional inhibitory effect on MDR1 and down-regulate the MDR1 gene in leukemic cell lines [73]. In this thesis, verapamil was used to inhibit MDR1 as a positive control.

Clinical trials helped to unravel the problems associated with combining together with an MDR inhibitor. The first factor to be determined before a clinical trial is to identify the ABC transporter protein involved in drug resistance. The second factor is to monitor the plasma concentrations and in vivo effectiveness of the tested MDR inhibitor. The pharmacokinetic interaction between the anticancer drug(s) and the MDR inhibitor must be searched and avoided to prevent a reduction in anticancer drug dosage [74].
4.2. Nonclassical MDR Phenotypes

Mechanisms of drug resistance involving membrane-associated protein pumps, although the most thoroughly characterized, are not the only means by which drug resistance can arise within tumor cells. Clinical studies investigating other drug-resistance mechanisms (called non-classical MDR), are fewer in number, but are no less important. These non-transport mechanisms affect multiple drug classes. This type of resistance can be caused by the altered activity of specific enzyme systems (such as cytochrome P450 (CYP3A4) and glutathione-S-transferase (GST)), which can decrease the cytotoxic activity of drugs in a manner independent of intracellular drug concentrations. In addition, changes in the balance of proteins that control apoptosis can also reduce chemosensitivity since most anticancer drugs are exert their cytotoxicity via apoptotic processes. This section outlines some of these MDR mechanisms and their role in the overall MDR phenomenon.

4.2.1. Cytochrome P450

Since it is estimated that the enzyme CYP (cytochrome P-450) metabolizes (in full or in part) over half of all therapeutic drugs, it is essential that we gain a clear understanding of how CYP3A4 gene expression is regulated. Changes in the hepatic expression of CYP3A4 can significantly impact drug metabolism and thus the pharmacokinetics of medications [75].

CYP’s main function is catalyzing the metabolic conversion of xenobiotics. Catalyzing helps convert those to polar derivatives (which can be easily excreted) or causes them to become more desirable substrates, which further then biotransformation of phase II enzymes or drug transporters. To clarify, in phase I, a lipophilic molecule is made more hydrophilic by introducing hydroxyl groups by cytochrome P450 oxidases (CYP); other CYPs. They cleave N-methyl, O-methyl, or methylene groups in order to obtain a more hydrophilic or more readily accessible substrate. In phase II, the hydroxylated compounds are conjugated with polar molecules, such as glutathione, sulfate, and glucuronic acid. These conjugates are eliminated via the kidneys and urine.

Several chemomodulating agents inhibit cytochrome P-4503A (CYP3A) activity in addition to inhibiting MDR proteins. Some drugs (such as tamoxifen, methoxymorpholinyl doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide and ifosfamide) requiring activation by CYP3A4 may have a reduced therapeutic effect even when MDR1 inhibition enhances their intracellular accumulation.

On the other hand, some drugs that depend on CYP3A4 for excretion can build up to overly toxic amounts and the dose may need to be reduced. Therefore, it is essential to understand how CYP3A4 interacts with MDR1 inhibitors when using them in combination with cytotoxic drugs. In addition, reversal agents, which have MDR1 inhibition effects, also inhibit cytochrome P-450 3A (CYP3A) activity [56]. Herbs or drugs may inhibit CYPs by three mechanisms: competitive inhibition, noncompetitive inhibition, and mechanism-based inhibition [76].

Competitive inhibition may occur between drug and herbal/drug, which are metabolized by the same CYPs enzyme. Noncompetitive inhibition is caused by the binding to the haem portion of the CYPs enzyme this occurs by herbal/drug, which containing electrophilic groups (e.g. hydrazine or imidazole). The formation of a complex between CYPs and herbal/drug metabolites is the main cause of the mechanism-based inhibition of CYPs. Ever since the initial cloning of this receptor, the implications of PXR mediated gene regulation in drug, metabolism and drug-drug interactions were recognized. PXR was first postulated to regulate CYP3A gene expression in both human and rodents [77] (Figure 5).

On the other hand, PXR participates in the modulating metabolic processes and the regulation of drug transporters responsible for both efflux and uptake of endogenous and exogenous chemicals [78].

Mechanisms involving PXR regulation of efflux transporters tend to be more commonly studied, given that efflux transporters are often postulated as the major blockades for drugs to achieve therapeutic concentrations by crossing barriers such as the blood-brain barrier into the central nervous system, or the placenta during pregnancy [80] (Figure 5).

4.2.2. Glutathione-S-Transferease (GST)

Another component of MDR is the catalytic glutathione-S-transferase (GSTs). Several resistant cell lines have been shown to overexpress GST [81]. GSTs are detoxification enzymes conjugated of glutathione to the electrophilic center of various drugs and resulting in excretion of polar molecules. GSTs are able to metabolized cisplatin, doxorubicin, and melphalan and protecting the cells from environmental or oxidative stress [82].

There are two intracellular pools of GST, one residing in the cytosol and the other in the microsomal com-
Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the activation mechanisms and target genes of CAR and PXR. Activation of PXR is purely ligand dependent. CAR and PXR shared target genes are grouped in a red box, CAR-specific targets in a blue box, and PXR-specific targets in a purple box [79].

Cytosolic GSTs are composed of 23-29-kDa subunits which may be homo or hetero-dimers [83]. In contrast, microsomal GSTs are trimeric and composed of identical 17-kDa subunits [84]. Among its various activities, GST plays an important role in protecting cells from reactive epoxides [85]. This is believed to occur via the catalytic addition of GSH to the epoxide moiety, as observed by the metabolism of aflatoxin B1 to an 8,9-epoxide which is detoxified by GST [86]. GST is the predominant enzyme found in ovarian carcinoma and several studies have been performed to determine whether levels of this enzyme have prognostic significance, where the levels of GSTs were correlated to a poor response to chemotherapy.

The first linkage between PXR and GSTs observed in rat GSTA2, GSTA2 expression was suppressed at nanomolar concentration of DEX (GR activation) in cultured hepatocytes, but induced by DEX at micromolar (PXR activation) concentrations or RU486, which is a GR antagonist and PXR agonist [87] (Figure 5). More recently, studies have focused on the inhibition of apoptosis as the so-called de novo mechanism of drug resistance.

4.2.3. Apoptosis

In the last few years, clinical trials using plant-derived drugs for prevention and/or treatment of tumors have become increasingly widespread in cancer therapy. The search for novel agents designed to induce cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in cancer cells is being seriously pursued. The ability of tumor cells to evade apoptosis plays a significant role in their resistance to conventional therapeutic regimens [88]. Apoptosis describes the terminal morphological and biochemical events seen in programmed cell death (PCD). Apoptotic cells are characterized by morphological changes including: cellular shrinkage, plasma and nuclear membrane blebbing, organelle re-localization and compaction, nuclear DNA condensation with or without fragmentation, and hypersegmentation of nuclear chromatin of irregular size. These nuclear structures may then bud from the rapidly blebbing cell surface to form “apoptotic bodies” [89].

Three mechanisms are known to be involved in the apoptotic process: 1) a receptor-ligand mediated mechanism, 2) a mitochondrial pathway and 3) a mechanism in which the endoplasmic reticulum plays a central role (Figure 6). All three mechanisms activate caspases, which are responsible for the characteristic morphological changes observed during apoptosis. Cell death marked by cellular swelling is called oncosis. Necrosis cell deaths varies from apoptosis in several ways. Necrosis results from direct injury, which usually begins at the cell surface. Early lysis of the plasma membrane is exhibited by necrotic cells before any significant alterations in
Figure 6. Apoptosis can be induced through the activation of death receptors including Fas, TNFαR, DR3, DR4, and DR5 by their respective ligands. Specialized adaptor proteins are recruited as a result. Caspase cascades are also, activated. Fas trimerization is induced by the binding of FasL leading to the initiation (via the adaptor protein FADD) of caspase-8. Then, oligomerizes activated by autocatalysis. This activation stimulates apoptosis in two parallel cascades, which can bind directly and activate caspase-3 or cleave Bid. Next, truncated Bid (tBid) induces cytochrome c release by translocation to mitochondria, which sequentially activating caspase-9 and -3. TNFαR and DR3 (which can deliver pro- or anti-apoptotic signals) encourage apoptosis by use of TRADD/FADD (adapter proteins) and activating caspase-8. TNF-α interacts with TNFαR, which may result in the activation of a NF-κB pathway via NIK/IκK. The expression of prosurvival genes (such as FLIP, which can directly inhibit caspase 8 activation, and NF-κB) is induced by the activation of NF-κB. Additionally FasL and TNF-α, Bcl-2 (by phosphorylation), may activate JNK (via ASKI/MKK7).

nuclear morphology. Necrotic cells also have different surface futures than apoptotic cells. Necrotic cells are characterized by swelling and lysing, in contrast apoptotic cells have intense cell surface zeoticleblebbing [90]. Genetically, mutation disturbs apoptosis. It believed that defects in apoptotic pathways contribute to several human diseases, including neurodegenerative disorders to malignancy. A high frequency of apoptosis in spontaneously regressing tumors and in tumors treated with cytotoxic anticancer agents, has been shown in multiple
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Thus, we can conclude that anticancer agents may induce apoptotic cell death. It follows that even after the drug-target interaction and cellular responses can have an impact on drug-induced cell death [92] as shown in Figure 6. The caspase-cascade system plays a vital role in the induction, transduction, and amplification of intracellular apoptotic signals. Caspases, closely associated with apoptosis, are aspartate-specific cysteine proteases and members of the interleukin-1β-converting enzyme family. The activation and function of caspases, involved in the delicate caspase-cascade system, are regulated by various kinds of molecules, such as the inhibitor of apoptosis protein, Bcl-2 family proteins, Ca²⁺, and calpain [93]. Not all caspases are involved in apoptosis. The caspases that have been well described are caspase-3,-6,-7,-8, and caspase-9 [94]. Caspase-3 is a key factor in apoptosis execution.

Apoptosis is believed to be started when mitochondrial damage leads to a release of cytochrome C and the activation of Apaf-1, when in turn activates the caspase machinery responsible for executing apoptosis. The chain of events causing this mitochondrial damage begins when procaspase-3 activated (by caspase-3,-8,-9,-10, cysteine protease protein of molecular mass 32 KDa, granzyme B, etc.). Caspase-3 downstream substrates include various components of the cytoskeleton as well as: procaspase-3, procaspase-6, procaspase-9, DNA protein kinase (DNA-PK), protein kinase C (PKCγ), poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP), D4-GDP-dissociation inhibitor for the Rho family GTPases (D4-GDI) [95] (Figure 6).

It is important that we have this understanding of how apoptosis works because it has effects on tumorgenesis and cancer treatment. Inhibiting apoptosis can make cancer cells more resistant to treatment with chemotherapy and radiotherapy, the cells often increase survival proteins to protect themselves and inhibit apoptosis. On the other hand, apoptosis defects have been shown to increase the number of neoplastic cells.

Two hypotheses can propose the interplay between MDR expression and apoptosis inhibition. First, the expressing of a large molecule (such as MDR1) might disturb the content and context of plasma membrane, thereby interfering with DISC formation. Briefly, the ligation of cell death receptor molecules (e.g. Fas or TNF receptor), recruit the adapter proteins, which followed by the formation of death inducing signaling complex (DISC). This in turn triggers the caspase cascade. It is important to note that interfering with this DISC formation may significantly inhibit subsequent caspase formation.

Second hypothesis is that MDR expression alters intracellular pH (pHi), which contributes to MDR1 gaining resistance to several forms of caspase-dependant cell death stimuli resulting in lower drug concentrations. Briefly, as MDR1-correlates to an increase in pHi, and the transmembrane partitioning or intracellular sequestration is altered. This happens at the intracellular acidification stage, which often precedes apoptosis. Increasing the intracellular pH can inhibit DNA fragmentation, and decrease the normal sensitivity of cells to inducing the apoptosis as response to Fas cross-linking or serum starvation and cells becoming resistant to caspase-dependant-death stimuli [23] [96] [97].

5. Plant-Derived Natural Products

Throughout history, humankind has used natural products found in plants, animal, microorganisms, etc. to treat disease. Increasingly, scientists are investigating the active ingredients in natural remedies (called secondary metabolites), to further develop effective drug treatments. Much work remains to be done as it is estimated that only 5% - 15% of the approximately 250,000 known plant species have been studied for their bioactive SMS [98]. Interestingly, even as production of and demand for synthetic drugs has been increasingly high, 80% of the world’ s population rely primarily on traditional herbal medicines [99].

6. Cancer and Natural Products

Increased cancer mortality and the high cost of treatment spur a continued search for better anticancer drugs. In recent decades, natural compounds have attracted considerable attention as cancer chemopreventive agents and as cancer therapeutics [100]. Some of the most effective cancer treatments to date are natural products, or compounds derived from natural products. The first natural product used as an anticancer compound was when podophyllotoxin was isolated from Podophyllum peltatum in 1947. Later, etoposide and teniposide (chemical derivative), vinca alkaloid (vinblastine and vincristine), andpaclitaxel (Taxol®), were discovered as active principle of Taxus brevifolia [101]. Natural products and their synthetic derivatives comprise over 77% (63/81) of the approved anticancer drug candidates developed between 1981 and 2006 (Figure 7) [102]. This combined per-
Figure 7. Role of natural products in anticancer.

percentage highlights the importance of natural products to drug development.

Our laboratory’s focus is on isolation, identification, and investigation of the biological activities of interests in natural product uses against cancer. There are three main reasons why our laboratory workers believe researches into natural compounds is worthwhile:

First, natural compounds that show anticancer potential fit into the mechanism-based approach as perfectly as a hand fits into a glove. There is solid evidence that these compounds inhibit cancer by interfering with one, or more, of the mechanisms that researchers now feel are central to cancer progression.

Second, although the future does look bright for eventual success in the fight against cancer, we are not there yet. Much work remains to be done. As a science, the field of natural compound research can contribute to a greater understanding of cancer and a faster development of successful therapies.

Third, we must study natural compounds because they are already being used in cancer treatment (and in the treatment of other diseases). For better or for worse, hundreds of thousands if not millions, of patients around the world are experimenting with natural compounds in their efforts to heal themselves of cancer. Researchers estimate that anywhere from 10 to 80 percent of US, European, Australian, and Mexican cancer patients use some form of complementary medicine as part of their overall therapy [103]. For many of these patients, the use of natural compounds is an essential part of the complementary approach. For example, two studies in the United States have reported that roughly 40% - 60% of cancer patients who use some combination of complementary medicine including herbs, vitamins, and/or antioxidants [103] [104]. Most of these patients are using natural compounds without the guidance of their oncologist, or any real guidance from scientific studies. Because the popularity of using natural compounds in cancer treatment appears to be growing rather than declining, we are compelled to study natural compounds so that we can properly guide the public.

On the other hand, the new mechanism-based approach informs us that many different events contribute to the eventual success of a cancer. Any single drug can, at best target a small number of these events, leaving the rest to occur uninterrupted. Moreover, we know that cancer cells have some ability to adapt or resistant to therapy. We can imagine that a cancer cell can adapt better to one, or a few, interrupted events than to many.

To overcome this problem, it is necessary to use multiple compounds in combination. Natural compounds are ideally suited for this type of application; they are active at reasonable concentrations, and yet their mild nature allows a variety of large combinations to be used safely [105].

Thus, we studied traditional herbs, which are currently in widespread use. We focused on 3 plant families: *Chelidonium majus* (Papaveraceae) [106], *Fallopia japonica* (Polygonaceae) (in preparation), and *Citrus jambhiri* (and *Citrus pyriformis*) (Rutaceae) [64]. Our previous investigations were focused on their SMs such as flavonoids, limonoids, steroids, polyphenols, and alkaloid looking at their possible modulation effect on multidrug resistance in cancer cells in order to validate their traditional use [64] [107]-[110] [111]. The following section highlights the chemistry and anticancer activity (especially the interaction with multidrug resistance proteins) and the resulting effect of these secondary metabolites on cancer.

7. Plant Secondary Metabolites

In the last century, thorough phytochemical investigations were conducted on these herbal drugs using simple and/or modern techniques of isolation and structure elucidation with the aim of finding substances responsible for the claimed medicinal effects.
This has led to a focus on plants secondary metabolites (SMs) [112]-[114]. Secondary metabolites are derived biosynthetically from primary metabolites (e.g., carbohydrates, amino acids, lipids, and acetyl-CoA) and are not directly involved in the growth, development, or reproduction of plants. Thousands of newly isolated secondary metabolites are discovered each year.

The chemical structures of these SMs are quite diverse, but the main classes of these SMs can be easily distinguished. An estimation of the isolated compounds for each class is presented in Table 1.

The screening of anticancer activity of these isolated compounds, and even the parent extracts, has generated an immense body of information and provided many lead compounds that could be modified for better activity. The major classes of secondary metabolites and their anticancer activities are highlighted in the next section.

### 7.1. Phenolics

Phenolic compounds constitute one of the most numerous groups in the plant kingdom with over 800 identified to date. Phenolics are characterized by the absence of nitrogen atoms and having at least one aromatic ring with one or more hydroxyl groups attached [116]. They range from simple, low molecular weight, single aromatic-ringed compounds to large and complex tannins and can be divided into 10 general classes (based on the number and arrangement of their carbon atoms). They are commonly found conjugated to sugars and organic acids. The most abundantly occurring polyphenols in plants are phenolic acids, flavonoids, stilbenes and lignans, of which flavonoids and phenolic acids account for 60% and 30%, respectively, of dietary polyphenols.

### Flavonoids

Over 4000 varieties of flavonoids have been identified to date, making these universally distributed natural plants pigments, one of the most numerous and widespread of all. Additionally, 6500 different flavonoids have been identified from plant sources of which at least 400 appear to be prenylated [117]. Flavonoids are divided

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of secondary metabolites</th>
<th>Estimated number†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen-containing SMs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkaloids</td>
<td>21,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-protein amino acids (NPAAs)</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amines</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanogenic glycosides</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucosinolates</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkylamides</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectins, peptides, polypeptides</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMs without nitrogen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monoterpenes (C_{10})**</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesquiterpenes (C_{15})**</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diterpenes (C_{20})**</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triterpenes, steroids, saponins (C_{30}, C_{27})**</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetraterpenes (C_{40})**</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavonoids, tannins</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylpropanoids, lignin, coumarins, lignans</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyacetylenes, fatty acids, waxes</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyketides</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbohydrates, simple acids</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Approximate number of known structures, ‡Total number of all terpenoids exceeds 33,000 at present.
into various classes according to their molecular structure; depend on the oxidation level of the central ring (ring C), however, all share a common carbon skeleton of diphenylpropanes (C₆-C₃-C₆; i.e., two benzene rings joined by a linear three-carbon chain that forms an oxygenated heterocycle). The main groups are flavanols, flavones, flavonones, flavonols, isoflavones and anthocyanidins (Figure 8).

Flavonoid compounds are particularly abundant in fruits (especially in *Citrus*), vegetables, nuts, stems, flowers, wine, and tea. They constitute an important part of the human diet with an average of 200 mg consumed daily in the Western diet [118] [119].

The basic flavonoid skeleton can have numerous substituents. Hydroxyl groups are usually present at the 4’, 5, and 7 positions. Sugars are very common with the majority of flavonoids, existing naturally as glycosides. While both sugars and hydroxyl groups increase the water solubility of flavonoids, other substituents, such as methyl groups and isopentyl units, make flavonoids lipophilic [120]. Generally, modifications such as hydroxylation, methylation, and glycosylation are also possible in either of the two aromatic rings. These structural modifications have a great impact on the anticancer activity of these SMs through their effect on the solubility and bioavailability of these compounds.

**Anticancer activity of flavonoids:** Recently, much research has focused on the anti-cancer properties of flavonoids. Epidemiological studies suggest an association between flavonoid intake and a reduced risk of certain cancers [121]. Flavonoids appear to work with no or little toxicity as large doses of these compounds (up to 500 mg/kg) have been administered to animals, with little or no toxicity reported [122]. There is a long history of human consumption of flavonoids.

Many flavonoids are substrates of the most pharmacologically relevant ABC transporters, P glycoprotein/MDR1, MRP, and BCRP [123] [124] but so far scientific effort has focused on the modulation of the transporter by flavonoids [125]. Whereas some flavonoids were shown to inhibit MDR1-mediated transport processes by directly interacting with the vicinal ATP- and steroid-binding sites [126], others (like (–) epicatechin from green tea) were shown to activate MDR1 by a heterotropic allosteric mechanism [127].

To clarify, MDR1 possesses at least two positively cooperative sites for drug binding, with the H site preferring Hoechst 33,342 to rhodamine 123 and the R site preferring rhodamine 123 to Hoechst 33,342. Binding to one of these sites has been shown to stimulate binding to the other site and transport activity. Therefore, the conflicting reports regarding flavonoid-MDR1 interactions might be explained by the different binding properties.

![Figure 8. Generic structures of the major flavonoids subclasses.](image-url)
of the model substrates used [128]. Thus, polyphenols might be potential agents for modulating the bioavailability of MDR1 substrates at the intestine and the multidrug resistance phenotype associated with expression of this transporter in cancer cells [129]. In any case, the majority of studies have indicated that many flavonoids have an inhibitory activity on MDR1-mediated transport [130].

Citrus flavonoids are shown to have anti-carcinogenic effects. Nobiletin (5,6,7,8,3',4'-hexamethoxyflavone), a polymethoxyflavonoids in citrus fruit, showed strong inhibitory effects on tumor promotion in mice and the growth of human prostate carcinoma cells [131]. Therefore, citrus phytochemicals are considered promising chemopreventive agents. Likewise, the ingestion of citrus fruit has been reported to be beneficial for the reduction of certain types of human cancer [132].

However, further studies of the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of citrus phytochemicals in the human body are needed to clarify the inhibitory effects of these compounds at the site of drug action, in the tumor tissues and cancer cells. We have recently reported the inhibitory effects of several isolated compounds from citrus on the functions of MDR1 using MDR1-mediated multidrug-resistant human caco-2 and CEM/ADR5000 cells [64]. Recently, reported state to grapefruit juice, compounds in orange juice can inhibit MDR1 [133]. Our results are comparable to this study in that the transport of Rho123, a substrate of MDR1, in Caco-2 cells was inhibited by citrus flavonoids [64].

Furthermore, increasing in vitro and in vivo evidence has indicated that the pharmacokinetic interaction of drugs with herbal products containing flavonoids may be attributable not only to the modulation of drug transporters such as MDR1 but also to metabolizing enzymes such as several CYP450s, esterases, glucuronidases, oxidases, and other enzymes [134]-[136]. One well-documented food-interaction is the altered oral bioavailability of many marketed drugs from co-administered grapefruit juice and citrus fruit [134] [137]. The enhancement of the detoxification pathway for the elimination of toxic electrophiles by the Phase-II enzymes; glutathione S-transferase (GST), may cause of citrus anticarcinogenic effect. To that end, the effects of citrus flavonoids (hesperidin, naringin, and crude flavonoids mixture) were investigated in various mice tissues. Citrus flavonoids showed the most significant induction of GST in the stomach. The GST induction by the flavonoids appeared to be tissue-specific and related to the structures of the compounds. The enhanced level of phase-II enzymes by citrus flavonoids suggests their importance in chemoprevention.

Finally, the observed antiproliferative properties of flavonoids suggest that these compounds may induce apoptosis by modulating different key targets involved in both apoptotic pathways. However, little is known regarding the precise mechanism of flavonoid-induced apoptosis, and only recently has interest started to focus on flavonoids’ potential to interact with intracellular signaling pathways. Many genes participate in the regulation of the apoptotic process, and activation of caspases is a central effector mechanism. For example in different cell lines, many isoflavonoids increased the activity and levels of caspase-3 and caspase-9, in concentration and time dependent manner [138]-[142].

7.2. Terpenoids

The term terpenoids is widely used to describe a diverse and widespread class of natural products derived from a common biosynthetic pathway [143]. C5 isopentenoid units constitute the main building block in more than 30,000 reported individual members [144]. Classification of terpenoids is based on the number of the isoprenoid units. Terpenoids with two isoprene units are called monoterpenes, while those containing three to six isoprene units are called sesquiterpenes, diterpenes, sesterterpenes, and triterpenes, respectively [145].

7.2.1. Limonoids

Limonoids are a group of highly oxygenated triterpenoids. Hundreds of limonoids have been isolated from various plants yet, their occurrence in the plant kingdom is confined to only plant families the Rutales, Meliaceae, and Rutaceae [146]. Limonoids are stereochemically homogenous compounds, with a prototypical structure either containing or derived from a precursor with a 4,4,8-trimethyl-17-furanylsterol skeleton [146]. All naturally occurring citrus limonoids contain a furan ring attached to the D-ring, at C-17, as well as oxygen containing functional groups at C-3, C-4, C-7, C-16, and C-17 [146]. Citrus fruits and their closely related genera contain about 36 limonoidaglycones and 17 limonoidglucosides [147]. Citrus limonoids and their glucosides, the water-soluble triterpenoid compounds that occur naturally in citrus fruit and citrus juice in amounts comparable to vi-
Tamin C, can be reclaimed from citrus processing and citrus seeds as by-products in large quantities [146]. Limo-
nin, the first characterized compound of this group of phytochemicals, has been known as a constituent of Citrus since 1841 (Figure 9) [148].

Anticancer activity of limonoids: Many studies revealed that the limonoids present in citrus fruits and their juice have cancer chemopreventive property. In vitro limonoids inhibit the growth of estrogen receptor-negative and -positive human breast cancer cells. Limonoids have also been found to target and stop neuroblastoma cells [149]. The decreased colon tumor-genesis associated with ingesting orange juice may be explained by the potential chemopreventive effect of limonin, hesperidin, and other flavonoids [150]. The citrus limonoidsobacunone, limonin, nomilin and their glucosides, and some glycones inhibit chemically induced carcinogenesis and a series of human cancer cell lines, with remarkable cytotoxicity against lung, colon, oral and skin cancer in animal test system and human breast cancer cells [151]-[153]. Pure limonoglucoside and limonin, (its water insoluble relative lacking glucose) have been found to possess significant antitumor properties in animal tests and with human cells [147].

Nutritional research on the health benefits of chemicals present in plant foods suggest that citrus limonoids possess substantial anticancer activity and they are also free of any toxic effects in animal models [146]. Moreover, limonoid have shown a modifying effect on the development of aberrant crypt foci. These compounds also have ability to induce specific carcinogen-metabolizing enzymes, glutathione-S-transferase and quinone reduc-
tase in the liver and mucosa of the small intestine to detoxify chemical carcinogenesis. Studies show that the activity of phase II enzyme glutathione-S-transferase in the liver of rats, fed diets containing limonin and nomilin, increased significantly in a dose dependent manner. While simultaneously, the limonoidsnomilin and limonin were found to have no significant affect on the phase I enzyme cytochrome P450 [146]. The data from these studies suggest that certain rings in the limonoid nucleus may be critical to antineoplastic activity.

The structure-activity relationships of limonoids, showing that limonoids with an intact apoeuphol skeleton, a 14, 15 b epoxide, and a reactive site such as either a 19 - 28 lactol bridge or a cyclohexanone “A” ring, are biologi-
cally very active. In addition, α,β-unsaturated ketone in ring “A” has been proposed as a common feature that is primarily responsible for their biological activity and absence of these structural features resulting in reduced activity [154] (Figure 9).

7.2.2. Sterols
Phytosterol is a general term widely used to describe a particular subclass of natural products possessing the steroidal nucleus. These steroids represent a large group of natural SMs widely occurring in plants and animals possessing a basic cyclopentanoperhydrophenanthrene skeleton (Figure 10).

Plant steroids comprise sterols, steroid saponins, steroid alkaloids, cardiac glycosides, pregnanes, estranes and ectysteroids [145]. They are all considered as triterpenes which have lost a minimum of three methyl groups during their biosynthesis [155].

Anticancer activity of sterols: Cholesterol is an essential structural component of animal cell membranes. Plant sterols play analogues roles in plants. The major dietary phytosterols are β-sitosterol and stigmasterol. Their contents are high in edible oils, seeds, and nuts. Steroids, in general have a wide range of biological activi-
ties [156] [157]. Epidemiologic and experimental studies also suggest that dietary plant sterols play a role in cancer protection (such as colon, breast, and prostate) [158]. In contrast to cholesterol, β-sitosterol is poorly ab-
sorbed from the intestine, and its concentration in the blood and tissues of normal mammals is uniformly low.
ABCG5 and ABCG8, which are present almost exclusively in the small intestine and liver, are considered functional transporters for the efflux of plant sterols and stanols as well as cholesterol. In addition to ABCG5 and ABCG8, it has been reported that other ABC transporters, ABCA1 and ABCB4, are implicated in lipid homeostasis. ABCA1 mediates the efflux of cholesterol and phospholipids to form high-density lipoprotein [159]. ABCB4 (MDR2), highly homologous with MDR1 (MDR1), functions in the secretion of phosphatidylcholine into bile ducts from hepatocytes [160]. Therefore, it is conceivable that MDR1 also interacts with membrane lipids.

Foods supplemented with plant sterols, and dietary supplements and/or herbal remedies containing phytosterols have been widely used, often conveniently with prescribed medications. However, little attention has been paid to the interactions between drugs and food and the effects of food components on the function of drug transporters, such as MDR1 and MRP1, have not fully investigated. We reported that the anticancer activity of citrus sterols related to their ability to reverse multidrug resistance (MDR1) in leukemia and human colon carcinoma, which endogenously expresses MDR1. Furthermore, Citrus sterols reversed doxorubicin resistance in both cell lines [64]. Phytosterol glycosides could interact with the cell biomembrane due to their structural similarity with cholesterol, resulting in increasing the fluidity of the cell membrane and leading to leakage of electrolytes and metabolites or even cell death [161]. Additionally, we reported that β-sitosterol-O-glucoside is more effective than stigmasterol in interacting with cell membrane proteins and in reversal of doxorubicin resistance [64]. The pharmacological activity of phytosterols has been shown to be mediated by the antagonism of the nuclear receptor and a ligand for multiple nuclear receptors [162]. Brobst et al. showed that phytosterols activate the estrogen receptor an isoform, progesterone receptor, and pregnane X receptor (PXR, NR1I2) [162]. They also showed that phytosterol-mediated activation of PXR induces the expression of drug-metabolizing enzyme cytochrome P450 (CYP) CYP3A4 gene. PXR is known to be activated by a variety of drugs, xenobiotics, and bile acids, and is a key regulator of human CYP3A4 and MDR1 genes [78].

7.3. Alkaloids

Alkaloids, a cyclic compound containing nitrogen in a negative oxidation state which is of limited distribution in living organisms, represent a very extensive group of secondary metabolites [163]. Over 21,000 alkaloids have been identified with diverse structures, distribution in nature, and important biological activities [164]. Alkaloids provide chemical defense against herbivores or predators. Strong physiological effects and the selectivity of some alkaloids present opportunities for utilizing the alkaloids in human medicine. During evolution, the constitution of alkaloids has been modulated so that they usually contain more than one active functional group allowing them to interact with several molecular targets. Therefore, a pleiotropic effect is a common term in alkaloids and other SM [114] [115] [165] (Figure 11).

Isoquinoline Alkaloids

The isoquinolines, one of the largest groups of alkaloids, skeletons are a basic building block of various types of alkaloids including benzylisoquinolines, protopines, benzo[c]phenanthridines, protoberberines, and others. Isoquinolines, alkaloids are biogenetically derived from tyrosine. Sanguinarine (SA), chelidonine (CH) (Figure 11), and chelerythrine (CHE), benzo[c]phen-anthidine alkaloids, have been isolated from Sanguinaria canadensis,
Figure 11. Chemical structures of the isoquinoline alkaloid, chelidonine.

Chelidonium majus, and Macleaya cordata that are known to exert a wide spectrum of biological activities, e.g. from antimicrobial, antifungal, anti-inflammatory, adrenolytic, sympatholytic, and local anaesthetic as well as showing cytotoxicity against various human normal and cancer cell lines [166].

Anticancer activity of isoquinoline alkaloids: Benzylisoquinoline alkaloids, which are found in several herbal products, such as golden seal (Hydrastis canadensis), Berberis and Oregon grape root (Mahonia aquifolium), have been shown to interact with MDR1 and have the potential for drug-diet interactions [167] [168]. For example, Fu et al. (2001) screened potential MDR modifiers from a series of naturally occurring benzylisoquinoline alkaloids that were isolated from natural plants using resistance tumor cells. Many of these natural compounds showed potent activities to decrease the tumor cells resistance to MDR1 substrates, (such as doxorubicin and vincristine) and increased intracellular drug accumulation of [3H] vincristine. Their results suggest that the mechanism of these compounds to reverse MDR was probably linked to increased intracellular drug accumulation by inhibiting the activity of MDR1 [167].

He and Liu (2002) screened various IQAs to examine their effect on the functional activity of MDR1 in cultured bovine brain capillary endothelial cells (BCEC). All compounds tested increased the intracellular accumulation of MDR1 substrate (Rh123) in a concentration-dependent manner. The rank order of these agents in increasing Rh123 accumulation in endothelial cells was as follows: tetrandrine > vincristine > dl-tetrahydropalmatine > dauricine > azithromycin > berbamine > daurisoline > berberine > doxorubicin > l-te-trahydropalmatine [169] [170].

Möller et al. reported that emetine reversed efflux pump function and up regulated the expression of MDR1 in resistance cells. This indicating that emetine acts as competitive substrate for MDR1 but not for MRP1 [171]. This was the first research showing that chelidonine inhibited the ABC transporters in Caco-2 cells, interacted with metabolic enzymes phase I and phase II and induced apoptosis in resistance cells, which indicating that chelidonine may be an active MDR inhibitor.

Extensive studies of the interaction of IQAs (36 compounds) with the most important human CYP enzymes have been performed. Overall, there were clear differences in the ability of these alkaloids to inhibit individual CYP forms [172] [173].

In addition, IQAs exert cell growth-inhibitory effects via the induction of apoptosis in a variety of cancer cells [106] [174] [175]. IQAs-mediated apoptosis has been found in human cancer through their activation of caspase-3 and depletion of GSH [106] [176]. IQAs were found to result in increased levels of cytochrome c and Apaf-1 and in a significant increase in the active form of caspases 3, 7, 8, and 9 in a dose-dependent manner in many cancer cells [174] [177]-[180].

8. Molecular Targets of Secondary Metabolites

The modulation of a molecular target will negatively influence its communication with other components of the cellular network, especially proteins (cross-talk of proteins), or elements, or signal transducers. Consequently, the metabolism and function of cells, tissues, organs, and eventually the whole organism will be affected. Although we know the structures of many SM, our knowledge concerning their molecular mode(s) of action is largely fragmentary and incomplete. SM with broad activities interacts mainly with proteins, biomembranes, and DNA/RNA [165] (Figure 12).

Conformational changes, associated with the lessening of protein activity can occur when a covalent or a noncovalent interaction modulates the three-dimensional protein structure. This conformational change is usual-
Figure 12. The main molecular targets of secondary metabolites in mammalian cells [165].

Covalent bond occur when double bond, epoxide, phenolic radicals, exocyclic or terminal methylene groups are activated by reactive functional groups of polyphenols. When physiological condition cause dissociation for OH groups of flavonoids, and other compounds with phenolic hydroxyl groups, changed it to phenolate anions, which can create hydrogen bonds with proteins or nucleic acids, positively charged amino acid residues (e.g. lysine, arginine, or histidine). Weaker noncovalent bonds can be very powerful when they work together. These include: hydrogen bonds, ionic bonds, hydrophobic interactions and Vander Waal forces.

Nitrogen-containing compounds, such as alkaloids, usually have positively charged N-atoms (under physiological conditions) in their molecules that can form ionic bonds with negatively charged amino acid residues of aspartic and glutamic acid in proteins. Alkaloids are able to form covalent bonds with proteins and nucleic acids and noncovalent bonding. IQAs containing also OH groups which are crucial for the biological activity of phenolics. Both the covalent and non-covalent interactions will modulate the three-dimensional protein structure, i.e., the conformation that is so important for their bioactivities. A conformational change is usually associated with a loss or reduction in the activity of a protein [165] [181].

The activity of IQAs related to their structure, the neutral form (pseudobase) of isoquinoline alkaloids (IQAs) can interact with proteins [182]; it is involved in the interactions with cellular biomacromolecules and may elicit a cytotoxic response [183]. IQAs interconvert between the cationic vs. neutral form; they penetrate the cell membrane in the form of nonpolar pseudobase [184]. The iminium bond, C6 = N+ in the cationic form is susceptible to nucleophilic attack and plays a key role in inhibition of SH-proteins [185]. The binding of IQAs with human serum albumin and L-cysteine is radically weaker at pH 5.0 than at pH 7.4. In addition, IQAs forms in vitro DNA adducts via modification of the C(11) = C(12) bond detectable by 32P-postlabelling [186]. Although IQAs mediated DNA damage in vitro and in vivo has been published [187].

The cytotoxic effect of IQAs resulting from their molecular interactions with many important targets in a cancer cell include: DNA, RNA, and the associated enzymes and processes (i.e., replication, repair, transcription, polymerase, topoisomerase, telomerase, protein biosynthesis, protein conformation, biomembranes, and membrane proteins.

In addition, the IQAs are intercalating compounds, it has planar, lipophilic characters, can disturbed the replication and transcription process by interact with base pairs and stabilize the DNA double helix, and inhibition of microtubule [165] [181]. Alkaloids with a planar and polycyclic structure (e.g. isoquinoline, quinoline, and in-
doles) are good candidates for DNA intercalation. Protonable ring nitrogens can stabilize the alkaloid-DNA complex by binding to the negatively charged DNA surface [165].

Furthermore, terpenoids (lipophilic compounds) have ability to associate with other hydrophobic molecules in a cell (biomembranes or the hydrophobic core of many proteins and of the DNA double helix) [165] [181]. A major target for terpenoids, especially saponins or saponin-like structures (e.g. β-sitosterol-O-glucoside) is the biomembrane. This structure can also change the fluidity of biomembranes and reducing their protective function as a permeation barrier [165] [181] (Figure 13).

For example, both saponins and sterol glycosides are amphiphilic molecules, which function as detergents and are active mostly in their monodesmosidic forms. The monodesmosides are anchored with their lipophilic moiety in the lipophilic membrane bilayer after complexing with cholesterol, while the hydrophilic sugar part remains outside the cell and can interact with other glycoproteins or glycolipids (Figure 13). As a result, loss of the membrane integrity and fluidity occurs with the subsequent leakage of many polar molecules out of the cells or the entry of unwanted molecules into a cell. Such activity of many SMs can explain the cytotoxic effects against a wide range of cells (cancer, bacteria, and fungi) [188].

In addition, other lipophilic SMs such as mono- and sesquiterpenes can dissolve in biomembranes resulting in a disturbance of the close interaction between membrane lipids and proteins, thereby changing the conformation of membrane proteins leading to loss of function. These membrane proteins include ion channels, transporters for nutrients and intermediates, receptors, and proteins of signal transduction. This type of interaction between
the SM and the biomembranes could explain the cytotoxic, antimicrobial and antiviral effects of many SMs [107] [109] [110] [161].

Plants extracts are a mixture of SMs, often both phenolics, terpenoids, and alkaloids. Thus, exhibit both covalent and noncovalent interactions. These activities are probably both additive and synergistic [165] [181].

9. Conclusions

Based on the overall study, it can concluded that certain natural products obtained from medicinal plants may serve as potent drugs for reversing multidrug resistance in cancer cells due to their ability to inhibit ABC-transporters, metabolic enzymes, and to induce apoptosis. In particular, the MDR modulatory activity of the crude extracts such as C. majus may be useful in cancer treatment, which would validate their traditional ethnopharmacological uses in cancer formulas in China and Japan.

Plant extracts contain numerous and diverse secondary metabolites (SMs). Generally, it is difficult to attribute the biological and pharmacological activities of a multicomponent mixture, as plant extracts, to only a single compound of a multicomponent extract. Furthermore, SMs can unselectively affect many molecular targets in the cells.

Active SMs have shown the ideal character of MDR inhibitors or substrates, they have at least two hydrophobic centers containing more than two aromatic rings, which have more than two H-bond acceptors and at least one H-bond donor center. Therefore, under physiological conditions, the OH groups of resveratrol, emodin, and citrus flavonoids (polyphenols) change to phenolate ions and form ionic bonds with positively charged amino acid residues, such as those from lysine, arginine, and histidine in several proteins (e.g. ABCT, CYP3A4, and caspases).

Covalent bonds can be formed also with reactive functional groups of SM, such as epoxides (e.g. limonin), activated double bonds, and exocyclic or terminal methylene groups. Chelidonine has positively charged N-atoms (under physiological conditions) that can form also ionic bonds with negatively charged amino acid residues of glutamic and aspartic acid in proteins.

Chelidonine can be considered as a good candidate as a cytotoxic drug and for induction of apoptosis. One explanation could be that the protonated ring nitrogens with planar and polycyclic structure of chelidonine facilitate its penetration of the cell membrane, forming stable complexes with DNA by binding to the negatively charged DNA surface, leading to DNA intercalation, and inhibiting reverse transcriptase.

Non-covalent bonds, especially hydrogen bonds, ionic bonds, and hydrophobic interactions can be effective if they act cooperatively together. Both the covalent and non-covalent interactions will modulate the three-dimensional protein structure, resulting in conformational change, which is usually associated with a loss or reduction in the activity of a protein.

Finally, interference of different SMs/extracts with phase I, CYP3A4, and phase II, GST metabolizing enzymes can cause many serious interactions. Therefore, studies on possible herbal-herbal or herbal-drug interactions and standardization of drugs are very important, especially for integration and acceptance of plant extracts in conventional medicine as anti-cancer drugs.
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